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Search for some things in nature that can be described using these adjectives. Write the item that you chose to describe on the line next to the adjective. The answers below are only a guide; there are NO CORRECT ANSWERS!

Hard  ___________ rock, branch, etc
Soft   ___________ leaf, flower, etc
Spiny / Spiky ___________ sweet gum seed, pinecone, etc
Jumpy  ___________ frog, toad, cricket, etc
Wet / Moist ___________ dirt, moss, etc
Huge   
Tiny   
Dry    
Ancient 
Young  
Striped 
Bumpy  
Long   
Short  
Curved / Bent 
Thick  

Now write your own adjectives to describe some of your natural objects. Adjectives are words used to describe or identify nouns (objects). Fuzzy, sharp, slippery, smooth, warm, loud, green, purple, tall, are all examples.

____ sharp____ thorn, etc __________________________
____ warm____ the sun, etc _________________________